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It’s bear market as of this moment. Fear to those who invest, resulting in long liquidation. Other believes 

that the bubble in Bitcoin has burst, While others hope and strongly believe that the current fall is only a 

correction, and it will lead to higher price later in the year. 

David Brake, Founder and Chairman of investment firm LDJ Capital believes that Bitcoin will reach to 

$30,000.00 by the end of 2018. That is 262% return to the current level. 

On the other hand. We in ethtrade.club believes that investing in our platform will help us to grow our 

ETHEREUM and ETHTRADE TOKEN (ETHT) no matter what the market show. 

 

BTC/USD 

Though Bitcoin broke out of the descending channel on March 20, it could not cross above the 20-day 

EMA. Currently, prices are again threatening to dip back into the channel, which is a bearish 

development. Our long positions initiated at $8,800 are trading under a loss. As the setup looks 

negative, we suggest booking a loss on 50 percent of the open positions and holding the rest with the 

stops at $7,600. 

 

The next support on the downside is the March 18 lows of $7,715, below which, a retest of the February 

06 lows of $6,075.04 is possible. 

Our bearish view on the BTC/USD pair will be invalidated if prices breakout and sustain above the 50-day 

SMA. 

 

https://cointelegraph.com/tags/bitcoin
https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-ethereum-bitcoin-cash-ripple-stellar-litecoin-cardano-neo-eos-price-analysis-march-23


ETH/USD 

Ethereum is in a strong downtrend. It continues to trade inside the channel and below both the moving 

averages, which are falling sharply. The recovery attempt by the bulls failed at the $590 levels. 

 

Ethereum is in a strong downtrend. It continues to trade inside the channel and below both the moving 
averages, which are falling sharply. The recovery attempt by the bulls failed at the $590 levels. 
 
The question is, Do we need to buy this coins? Or we need to invest and let our platform trade with you 
and reduce the risk level. 
 
We use a smart contract for Ethereum, as a guarantor that nothing will happen to your funds. Because 
your funds are not stored by us, but on Ethereum smart contract. Each partner can track all the 
information in the blockchain. 
 
Build your future today: 
https://ethtrade.club/  
 
See investor page here: 
https://ethtrade.club/page/forinvestors  
 
 
-Ethtrade.Club Trading Team 
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